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Paper oney Desig
Walter Shirlaw.

BY GLENN B. SMEDLEY

CERTA
C ERTAINLY ONE OF THE ATTRACTIONS PAPER MONEY HOLDSINLY

 the collector is the work that artists—many of them eminent—
have recorded thereon. Perhaps no other commercial commodity
has had so much artistic talent lavished on its production. But, with

few exceptions, even the most ardent collectors of paper money do not know
the identity of those responsible for the beautiful specimens in their albums.

True, most paper money bears the imprint of the company that produced it;
and the production process has much to do with the appearance of a note.
Even a beautiful design can be poorly executed. And a few engravers have left
identifications on their work, or we learn of them through specimens (usually
proofs) preserved by the engraver himself. However, with relatively few excep-
tions, the engraver's skill was his ability to catch the original artist's meaning
and translate a painting or sketch to the steel plate.

The subject of this article, Wal-
ter Shirlaw, was one of those who
supplemented his income from
pure art work by doing bank note
designs. Like many artists who did
commercial work for the same rea-
son, he considered that note design-
ing was abasing; consequently, we
find little reference to it in the
records of his work.

Walter Shirlaw was born on
August 6, 1838, in Paisley, Scotland,
where his father was a maker of fine
hand looms for weaving Paisley
shawls. The family moved to New
York City when Walter was only 3
years old, and here he apprenticed
himself to a bank note company at
the age of 12. We are told that he
did designing and engraving for five
years to gain experience, while
attending evening school and art
classes. His first exhibit at the New
York Academy of Design was in
1861. Again in 1865, he turned to
bank note work, this time with the
Western Bank Note & Engraving
Company in Chicago, to earn
enough money to educate himself
abroad. During his five-year sojourn
with Western, The Art Institute of
Chicago was conceived, and he was

Center vignette, "Agriculture
and Forestry," designed by
Shirlaw for a $10 silver certifi-
cate, Series of 1896.
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Specimen note of the Bank of
Hamilton, Canada, 1st June,
1892, by Western Bank Note
Co. Vignette at left by Shirlaw.

' See "U.S. Silver Certificates,
Series of 1 896," by Thomas F.
Morris, ANA No. 4019, in The
Numismatist, June 1934. In
addition to this and other help
from T.F.M., we acknowledge
our indebtedness to and thank
H.J. Holtzclaw, Director of the
Bureau of Engraving and Print-
ing; D.O. Barrett, Curator
Emeritus of PhilaMatic Center
at Boys Town; Dr. Julian
Blanchard, President of The
Essay-Proof Society; and our
good friend Louis A. Steurer,
Chicago engraver.

active in its founding.
In 1870 he started for Paris, but

finding it under siege by the German
army, he turned to Munich, where he
studied under Wagner, Ramburgh
and Kaulbach. Upon returning to
America, he settled in New York,
where he lived and worked except
during trips abroad. He died during
his second journey to Spain the day
after Christmas, 1909.

He was a National Academician
and a founder and first president of the Water-Color-Etching and Mural
Painters' Society. Medals came to him from six cities, plus an honorable men-
tion from Paris. He is represented in a half dozen of the country's museums of
art and in the Library of Congress. A catalog of a memorial collection of
Shirlaw's works, which was exhibited in the Art Institute of Chicago in January
1911, lists 66 paintings in oil, 53 water colors, and many pastels and drawings;
yet some of his best works were not included.

As previously stated, examples of his more commercial works, and informa-
tion relative to them, are quite scant. The Ceiling Magazine of November 1893
has an article written and illustrated by Walter Shirlaw. Under the title
"Artists' Adventures; The Rush to Death," it relates an incident that Shirlaw
witnessed in 1890 on a mission to the Cheyenne Indian Reservation on
Tongue River, Montana. In a later issue of the same magazine, we find an
illustration of the interior "Dome of the Manufacturers and Liberal Arts
Building" at the World's Columbian Exposition "Painted by Walter Shirlaw."
There is also an illustration captioned "Pearl' by Walter Shirlaw," which is an
enlargement of one of the four figures in the foregoing illustration.

Perhaps not exactly commercial work, but fittingly mentioned here, are
eight female figures, each about 7'/2 feet high, that adorn part of the vault of
the West Corridor of the Library of Congress. Shirlaw designed each figure to
represent one of the sciences: Archaeology, Astronomy, Botany, Chemistry,
Geology, Mathematics, Physics and Zoology. The observer will notice that as
is typical of most of his female representations, these evince vigor and vitality
to a marked degree.

With the foregoing as a prelude to what he would have considered the least
of his accomplishments, we turn to his work in the bank note and financial
paper field. The author's collection includes one bank note, a proof $5 of the
Bank of Hamilton, Ontario, which was produced by the Western Bank Note
Company and uses a Shirlaw vignette on its left end. The identical vignette
appears on the proof of a first mortgage gold bond of the Pittsburgh Pure Beer
Brewing Company, and in this case it includes the typical signature "W.
Shirlaw" that is found on his purely art works. We have a die proof of this
vignette, also bearing the signature.

Another bank note engraving signed by Shirlaw is represented by a die
proof and was used, with the signature, on the stock certificate of the World's
Columbian Exposition. With a minor alteration, the central figure of it was
used on a $1,000 debenture bond of the Chicago Edison Company. We have
two other die proofs that bear Shirlaw's signature as designer, one being a
group of three females called "Architecture, Commerce & Mechanics" and
bearing the imprint "Copyright, 1897, by the Western Bank Note Co.,
Chicago." It was engraved by Charles Schlecht. The other bears the imprint of
International Bank Note Company; the monogram initials "WS" indicate that
Shirlaw designed it, and another monogram of "LJH" is that of engraver



"Self Portrait" of Walter Shirlaw
ART INSTITUTE OF CHICAGO

Die proof of a bank note style
vignette, signed "W. Shirlaw." Used
on World's Columbian Exposition
stock certificate.
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Lorenzo J. Hatch. This proof is entitled "Electra," but is actually an engraving
of Shirlaw's "Physics" in the Library of Congress. Several other engravings are
credited to drawings by Shirlaw in the record kept by that prolific engraver
G.F.C. Smillie of his work.

The central figure of one very well-known piece of United States paper
money came from the brush of Walter Shirlaw after he had left the bank note
companies. According to Thomas F. Morris,' it was the recommendation of
Claude M. Johnson, Chief of the Bureau of Engraving and Printing under the
Cleveland Administration, that a new series of notes (1896 Silver Certificates)
be issued with designs of artistic excellence. The father of Thomas F. Morris,
whose name was the same and whom we shall refer to as Thomas F. Morris,
Sr., was employed as Chief of the Engraving Division at the Bureau, and sever-
al recognized artists were called upon to submit designs for the series of notes.
This was in the early part of 1894.

In the end, Will Low made the principal design for the face of the $1, enti-
tled "History Instructing Youth." The design on the $2 certificate was the
work of Edwin Blashfield and shows "Science Presenting Steam and
Electricity to Commerce and Manufacturing." Walter Shirlaw created the
dynamic design that we know so well on the $5 certificate of the series.
Engravings were made of these designs by Charles Schlecht ($1 note) and
G.F.C. Smillie ($2 and $5 notes), with border designs and lettering engraved
by several other Bureau men. Thomas F. Morris, Sr., was responsible for
designing the backs, and for working out many details of the plates. He did not
consider Shirlaw's original design to be in proper bank note style; accordingly
he made alterations such that the final die retained Shirlaw's central design
portraying Electricity as the dominant force, only.

It had been the original intention to carry the 1896 series of silver certifi-
cates on to $10, $20 and $50 denominations, and it is the loss of numismatists
of today that this was never done. However, Walter Shirlaw did complete the
central design for the face of a $10 certificate, and it was engraved by Charles
Schlecht as die No. 4166. The diaries of Thomas F. Morris, Sr., indicate that
design for the back of this note was completed, but we have no evidence that it
progressed beyond the model stage. Although never used on a note, die No.
4166 was used on the plate for printing the $1,000 Coupon Bond, series of
1898. The illustration herewith is from a Bureau photograph, with everything
surrounding the central design blocked out. In accordance with a Treasury
Department ruling, the illustration is one and a half times the size of the origi-
nal engraving. The title of the design, "Agriculture and Forestry" is shown in
the base on which the principal figures stand.

As already mentioned, almost all of the figures of men and women that
Walter Shirlaw produced have one common characteristic—vigor. With few
exceptions, his females have one or both arms raised, as will be noted in the
illustrations included here. We wanted a photograph of his original design for
the $10 silver certificate, which hangs in the Bureau (as do the original designs
of the $1, $2 and $5 certificates of 1896), but age has taken its toll, so that a
clear picture of it is out of the question. We did notice that the engraver
copied faithfully except for discreet arranging of the drapes on "Agriculture"
so that less of her torso is revealed. v

Reprinted with permission from the August 1962 issue of The Numismatist, official journal
of the American Numismatic Association, 818 N. Cascade Ave., Colorado Springs, CO 80903.
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